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Introduction
In recent years, China’s science and technology policies
have been closely scrutinized by its trading partners. In
particular, the US and, to a lesser extent, its European
counterparts have taken exception to the 2015 Made in
China 2025 (MIC 2025) policy framework, which seeks to
achieve technological self-sufficiency in a range of
established and emerging areas of industrial technology.
While MIC 2025 has been de-emphasized1 by Chinese
authorities, the idea of reducing reliance on foreign
technology has become the mainstay of policy discourse in
the central government, and China’s leaders have recently
suggested that this may be a key goal of the next Five-Year
Plan.2
At the same time, on a recent official visit to Shenzhen to
commemorate the fortieth anniversary of the
establishment of a special economic zone in the city,
President Xi Jinping suggested that China’s economy
needs to accelerate openness to foreign trade, capital, and
perhaps even technology.
The backdrop of these policies consists of growing efforts
by the US to stymie China’s technological growth through
a complex web of diplomatic actions, export restrictions,
tariffs, and other trade-related actions. While these actions
began with the Trump administration and have thus far
focused on Huawei and a collection of other high-profile,
rapidly growing Chinese technology companies,
Washington’s wariness of China’s rise is bipartisan in
nature and began in earnest during President Obama’s
second term in office. As the Trump administration nears
its end, Canadian policymakers are offered an opportunity
to rethink their approach to China in light of a potentially
significant forthcoming foreign policy shift in
Washington.
How, then, should Ottawa read China’s science and
technology goals? Should Canada follow the US in its
efforts, should Biden continue Trump’s policies of
decoupling to contain China—to attempt the distancing of
our economy and technological ecosystem from Chinese
supply chains and investment? By contrast, should Ottawa
attempt to stay out of the technological clash between
Beijing and Washington and to attempt to resurrect the
old equilibrium of Canada-China economic relations?

To assess Canada’s policy choices at this crucial junction
for Canada-China relations, it is important to have a sober
and accurate understanding of China’s technological
goals. A clearheaded view of China’s science and
technology policy suggests that Beijing’s stated goals, on
balance, do not necessarily run contrary to Canadian
interests. Fundamentally, they aim not for technological
dominance or decoupling but for value chain ascendence,
supply chain resilience, and an improved capacity to
innovate rather than to simply catch up and master
existing technology. Of course, Canadians would be
remiss not to take US national security concerns into
consideration, given that Washington is still our numberone trading partner and our neighbour. Moreover, as
Canadian foreign policy priorities conflict with China’s on
various fronts, policymakers and firms alike should
exercise vigilance with regard to industrial espionage and
other forms of clandestine acquisition of technology
sensitive to national security.
But if Canada’s policy response is structured
appropriately, there is no reason that Ottawa cannot
continue working with Beijing on technology-adjacent
issues like climate change, health governance, and
technological innovation. The challenge for Canada will
be to isolate national security issues as much as possible
from these areas; the opportunity is to see continued
advances in health, environmental issues, and technology
commercialization—all of which require strong national
policy as well as cross-border collaboration.
China’s Science and Technology Plans
Much ink has been spilled over China’s successive arrays
of plans for global technological leadership. The public’s
imagination, strongly influenced by perspectives
highlighted in US media and think-tank analysis, sees
China as both an unstoppable technological behemoth
and an opportunistic copycat. China’s private enterprises
and government actors (often portrayed as acting in
concert) are said to be serial intellectual property thieves.
At the same time, China is portrayed as being a leading
technological innovator, capable of supplanting global
leaders in a host of emerging fields ranging from artificial
intelligence to telecommunications and robotics.

Chen, Eliot. “‘Made in China 2025’ Unmade.” Macro Polo. 20 August (2019). https://macropolo.org/analysis/made-in-china-2025-dropped-media-analysis/
Orange, Willian Zhen, Jun Mai, and Echo Xie. “Five-year plan: China moves to technology self-sufficiency.” South China Morning Post. 30 October
(2020)
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In fact, both narratives are fundamentally misplaced. With
respect to intellectual property theft, a quick survey of
recent literature and publicly available data points in one
direction: IP protection in China has rapidly improved
since the country joined the World Trade Organization in
2001 and especially so over the past decade. Chinese firms
have moved from IP have-nots to IP haves, filing record
quantities of invention patents3 with Chinese electronics
firms like Huawei (telecommunications), Lenovo
(consumer electronics), and Beijing Optoelectronics (LCD
screen technology) leading the way in catching up with—
or surpassing—their foreign rivals. Indeed, the frequently
cited US Trade Representative “301 Report”4 on China’s
trade practices, which describes China’s “forced
technology transfers” regime, is out of date,5 perhaps by as
much as a decade and a half. In fact, China’s IP protection
regime, while far from what we see in many advanced
economies like Canada, is quite comprehensive6 and farreaching for a middle-income economy.7 As China
continues to liberalize its FDI regime, the practice of
forced technology transfers will likely continue to slow.8
To quote Peter K. Yu, director at the Center for Law and
Intellectual Property at Texas A&M University, “one
cannot help but wonder whether China could have
undertaken more intellectual property reform in the past
35 years.”9 As Mark Cohen, director of Asia IP Project at
the Berkeley Center for Law and Technology at Berkeley
Law School—previously, senior counsel, China in the
Office of Policy and International Affairs at the US Patent
and Trademark Office—has recently put it, with respect to
the issue of forced technology transfer in China:
Despite the focus on “forced technology
transfer” ... and “IP Theft” of the current
U.S.-China trade war, there have been many
recent positive developments in foreign
technology transfer to China. Most of these
developments have failed to capture the

attention of the media. Among these
reforms, China now provides increased
flexibility for foreign licensors negotiating
technology transfer transactions with
China.10
With respect to the other side of the coin—China’s
alleged technological dominance—the narrative has
equally distorted a more modest reality. Until recently,
China’s science and technology policy aimed to catch up
to the global technological frontier. Issued in 2006,
China’s National Medium- and Long-Term Program for
Science and Technology Development (2006–2020)
aimed to take China from a place where the country
imported or imitated technology to one where Chinese
scientists and enterprises could begin to compete with
their foreign rivals in the area of research and
development and innovation. In the later years of the
plan’s implementation, policymakers began working on a
series of successor plans. These include MIC 2025 as well
as China’s Next Generation Artificial Intelligence
Development Plan (issued in 2017)11 as well as China
Standard 2035 (set to be issued in the coming months).12
To summarize, China’s strategy has evolved from
imitation to catch-up to, most recently, competition. If
one were to examine these plans in detail, the date of
China’s ascension to technological leadership—if there is
a concrete date at all—is seen to not be coming for
another decade at least. Indeed, firms like Huawei,
Tencent, and ByteDance, while well-recognized as
industry leaders, are not broadly representative of
China’s technological ecosystem. In areas like
semiconductors, for example, China is still playing catchup. A close look at China’s semiconductor industry—
probably the most consequential for industries where
China hopes to compete—suggests that China’s progress
has been sluggish.13

CCPIT Patent & Trademark Law Office. “China achieved stable improvement in intellectual property in 2019.” Lexology (2020). https://www.lexology.com/library/
detail.aspx?g=087bdfe3-14db-4c11-8904-49271892e78f
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Prud’homme, Dan. “Re-conceptualizing intellectual property regimes in international business research: Foreign-friendliness paradoxes facing MNCs in China.” Journal
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13 Fuller, Douglas B. Paper tigers, hidden dragons: Firms and the political economy of China's technological development. Oxford University Press, 2016.
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Some readers would be tempted to conclude, from these
assessments, that the global tech war is much ado about
nothing. China’s technological capabilities are overblown,
and its intellectual property system will soon look like our
own, right? Well, not quite.
What Does Beijing Want?
China’s innovation ecosystem, its large domestic market,
and its crucial location in the middle of East Asia’s global
technology supply chains do provide Beijing with certain
advantages. While Canadians and policymakers in Ottawa
should not succumb to fatalism and political anxiety at the
sight of China’s technological advances, they should
nevertheless understand that, at least at the present
moment, time is on China’s side.
China’s efforts at automation, technological
standardization, and stronger IP protection are all aimed
at this ambitious goal—making sure that an increasing
share of inventions and innovations of global significance
come out of China. To understand why this is important
for China (and for all large and globalized economies), we
need to understand how the global intangible economy
works..
The global intangible economy refers to the ownership of
“intangible” assets—the ownership of technology or, at
least, the underlying economic value of the technology.
While we rarely think about how “value” is created and
measured, we encounter it every day. Brands, data,
copyrights, trademarks, and trade secrets comprise a large
ecosystem where science, technology, and markets
intersect. To understand China’s science and technology
policy, we must understand that owners of these intangible
assets are the firms that assume the commanding heights
of the modern industrial economy. The supply chains
responsible for producing phones, computers, and vehicles
—as well as the telecommunications hardware and
software and the batteries that power these devices—are
part of a regionally and globally dispersed ecosystem of
R&D and production wherein countries specialize in a
segment of a value chain. Many countries assemble
technology; fewer countries manufacture and supply the
components that go into the assembly lines making
phones, vehicles, and other finished products; and even
fewer countries design and standardize the technology that
powers this complex web of production.

China began its journey of technological catch-up, like
most rapidly industrializing countries have,
manufacturing fabrics and simple gadgets. Few people
even remember that some of Asia’s corporate giants like
Samsung, which today sells phones, computers,
memory chips, and batteries, began making toys,
processed food, and other consumer staples. Over time,
as South Korea’s scientific knowledge base grew and as
its education system created engineers, scientists, and
other skilled workers, Samsung entered industries
requiring more complex production processes and
technological know-how. Over time, Samsung became a
leading global firm, not just manufacturing but, more
importantly, designing semiconductors, LCD screens,
and other leading-edge components for a globalized,
integrated electronic supply chain. In other words,
Samsung ascended up the global value chain.
This is precisely what firms like Huawei have done as
well. IP theft and other business practices that many of
the firms’ critics point out are commonplace for a
rapidly growing firm moving from the low end of global
value chains (they began as a reseller of imported
telecommunications equipment) to a position at the
top. Much like Samsung and Qualcomm, Huawei is a
technological standard-setter. The firm’s R&D spending
is in the tens of billions (USD) annually and is on par
with leading tech firms like Apple, Intel, and
Microsoft.14 The technological innovations that flow
from this investment in R&D are registered as patents,
copyrighted, and kept as trade secrets.
Some of these firms’ innovations are taken to
international, industry-wide standard-setting
committees where they enter a competitive process
whereby firms make the case for their respective
technology to be declared a global standard, which
means that manufacturers, competitors, and clients
making downstream technological components must
conform to the firm’s technical specifications. When the
standard is deemed especially valuable, a firm may
choose to apply to declare it as a standard (a standardessential patent or SEP), requiring all other firms—be
they competitors or clients—to pay licensing fees
should they choose to use the standard. Often, firms
downstream the chain of value have little choice but to
use SEP technology because interconnected global value
chains function on standardized processes that enable

14 “Huawei's

R&D investment in 2018 exceeds $15 billion.” China Daily. 9 April (2019). https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/201904/09/
WS5cac0859a3104842260b5265.html.
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interoperability (technological compatibility) across
national borders and across different industries.
In the race to standardize 5G technology, Huawei is
among the leading firms—if not the leading firm by some
estimates15—in SEP declarations. This means that having
the government commit to protecting all parties’ (foreign
and domestic) IP is in the firm’s interest. This could be
seen all across China’s technological landscape, with both
private and state-owned technology firms litigating in
China’s IP courts at unprecedented rates.16 China has
already moved from an IP have-not to a country whose
firms increasingly demand IP protection. As I show in a
recent research paper published in the Review of
International Political Economy,17 instead of taking US
accusations of IP theft at face value, we should understand
the US case against Huawei in the context of its ongoing
trade and technology war with China.
Therefore, China’s policymakers want to take advantage of
China’s growing capacity for R&D and, more importantly,
its growing capacity for R&D commercialization—what we
commonly understand as innovation. In a modern,
globalized economy, this requires strong IP protection. In
this respect, Canada’s worries about technology
appropriation are becoming outdated with each coming
year. Indeed, Canadian firms are more used to their
American counterparts creating firewalls of IP assets
which protect them from competition and American
negotiators pushing for ever-stronger IP protection for
copyrighted material and patented drugs. Before long, it
may be that these same demands come from China.
Without reading too much into Beijing’s rhetoric about
self-sufficiency, it is fair to say that what Beijing wants is
for its firms to be at the top of global value chains—not
just manufacturing but also designing the technological
devices that power our twenty-first century lives. It wants
to compete with Korea, Japan, Germany, and the United
States in setting global standards and owning
indispensable, proprietary technology. This should
certainly worry Canadians, but probably not in the way
that many of us think. It should worry us because science
and technology are the new battlefield in the emerging
technological cold war between China and the US; because
we have lost our capacity to compete with global corporate

giants in setting standards and commercializing key
technological components at the centre of the tech cold
war and therefore have little say in how this struggle will
play out and how we will be affected by it.
The Role of the Chinese State
Much like Japan, Korea, and other newly industrialized
economies that preceded it, China’s science and
technology ecosystem benefits from a strong central
government that works together with industry, local
governments, and entrepreneurs to channel financial,
technological, and human capital toward ensuring that
Chinese enterprises grab a larger share of global
economic value than their predecessors.
Like Japan, Korea, and Singapore before they reached
developed-country level per-capita incomes and
productivity, China has an activist central government
that works with industry to promote technological catchup through the banking system and, increasingly,
through fiscal channels. Very frequently, domestic firms
are the first to benefit from such support—in particular,
state-owned enterprises. But this is not always the case,
as tax breaks and other fiscal incentives for foreign direct
investment have always been and continue to be a staple
of China’s policies of promoting technological
absorption and productivity growth.
To be sure, the scale of the Chinese state’s involvement
in the Chinese economy certainly rivals or, as some
argue, far exceeds its rapidly industrializing
predecessors. China’s political system, which mandates
that policy priorities follow five-year plans, necessitates
greater state intervention in scientific and technological
development than comparable economies at similar
stages of economic and technological development.
Many critics also point to a wide range of industrial
subsidies available to Chinese firms that put them at an
advantage vis-à-vis their foreign competitors. However,
industrial subsidies, much like agricultural subsidies and
other measures of formal and informal support, are a far
more complex story than many media headlines suggest,
with many countries besides China continuing to claim
rights to offer tax incentives, export subsidies, and other

Ikoba, Jed John. “Huawei has filed the most 5G patents globally as of February 2020 – report.” Gizmo China. 2 June (2020). https://
www.gizmochina.com/2020/06/02/huawei-has-the-most-5g-standard-essential-patents-globally/#:~:text=The%20Chinese%20tech%20giant's%
20patent,filings%20among%205G%20companies%20worldwide.
16 Wang, Orange. “China IP cases surge amid US complaints, Beijing push for technology self-reliance.” South China Morning Post. 27 May (2020).
https://www.scmp.com/economy/global-economy/article/3086313/china-ip-cases-surge-amid-us-complaints-beijing-push
17 Malkin, Anton. “The made in China challenge to US structural power: industrial policy, intellectual property and multinational corporations.” Review of
International Political Economy (2020): 1–33.
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forms of arguably trade-distorting forms of policy
support.18 The European Union, for example, accounted
for 54% of total estimated renewable energy subsidies in
2017,19 and Japan20 boasts a solar energy subsidy scheme
aimed at reducing its dependence on nuclear power.
In particular, the role of state-owned capital in China’s
technology sector is quite pronounced, with state-owned
investment funds directly investing in technological
ventures and M&A. Likewise, technological demonstration
zones, technology parks, and automation initiatives see
either fiscal incentives or direct funding from ministerial
agencies and local governments. MIC 2025 is essentially a
government-driven automation project which will
ultimately see manufacturing jobs offshored to countries
like Vietnam, while value and ownership of technology
will be remitted back to China. This is self-sufficiency in
the era of the intangible economy.
China’s Dilemma
While we look and marvel at China’s skyscrapers, its
world-class infrastructure and its leading tech firms, we
forget that per-capita income in 2019 was, according to the
World Bank, only $10,410 (USD); Canada’s is $46,194
(USD). This means that China still has a long distance to
go before it reaches our levels of productivity. Therefore,
while China has made impressive strides in catching up in
information and communication technologies and their
applications, they still lag advanced economies in
important ways. China still relies on its students going
abroad to countries like Canada to obtain science and
engineering skills. The recent controversy surrounding
Huawei’s funding Canadian university research programs
is an illustration of China’s dilemma: world-leading
research in a variety of fields still takes place outside of
China.
The country continues to rely on global networks of
scientists and on skilled labour across the developed world
to source the knowledge and technology to power its
ongoing technological revolution. And, because IP
protection is becoming the norm in China’s science and
technology ecosystem, the phenomenon of foreign firms
exchanging their IP for market access is now characterized

by increasingly diminishing returns. Simply put, it is
increasingly worthwhile for China to pay for our technology
than to imitate it.
To be sure, not all aspects of China’s IP regime are sufficient,
by standards of advanced economies. Damages for IP
infringement continue to lag behind the norms set by
advanced-economy IP regimes. Likewise, the role of political
interference in adjudicating IP disputes between foreign and
domestic parties in cases where critical, leading technology is
at stake continues to worry observers. At the same time,
China’s courts are more likely to grant injunctions against
IP-infringing firms than many of their foreign, advancedeconomy counterparts, making Chinese courts an
increasingly attractive venue for IP disputes.21
On the whole, China is still playing catch-up. Under normal
circumstances, China would have an enormous task on its
hands: to see the economy through to reaching the
technological frontier and to then see that its economy is able
to main further productivity gains through innovation, not
adaptation and imitation. Most middle-income economies
have not handled this task well and only a handful have
successfully transitioned from middle- to advanced-economy
status over the past half-century. And for China, this task of
avoiding the “middle-income trap”—the inability to make
such a transition—is especially urgent, as the US and some of
its closest allies are making concerted efforts to cut the
country off from accessing the most sophisticated
technology. China must, therefore, catch up and innovate at
the same time.
Where will the money for China’s ambitions come from?
Being behind the technological frontier has its advantages.
Because firms and policymakers know what technologies to
adopt to effect overall productivity gains in the economy, the
potential for economic growth is much greater than in
advanced economies—those, like Canada, that are closer to
the productivity and technological frontier—where
technological change is slow and uncertain. The revenues
realized from transitioning to an increasingly urban,
automated, and services-driven economy22 can be used to
finance technological innovation and global competitiveness,
as we have already seen in the area of 5G cellular technology.
If China succeeds in its endeavours, we can expect to see an
economy that buys more of the world’s goods and services,
supports a larger middle class, and participates more
willingly in a rules-based international order. Of course,
China will, as it does, influence the rules and structures of the
international order to suit its own interests—just as every

Globaltradealert.org quantifies and charts many such subsidies and finds that since 2008, trade-restricting policy measures have far outpaced tradeliberalizing trade measures across all major economies, including Canada.
19 Taylor, Michael. “ENERGY SUBSIDIES: Evolution in the Global Energy Transformation to 2050.” International Renewable Energy Agency (2020).
https://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2020/Apr/IRENA_Energy_subsidies_2020.pdf
20 Inoue, Yuko and Leonora Walet. “Japan approves renewable subsidies in shift from nuclear power.” Reuters. 17 June (2012). https://www.reuters.com/
article/us-energy-renewables-japan/japan-government-approves-subsidies-for-renewable-energy-idUSBRE85H00Z20120618
21 Bian, Renjun. “Many things you know about patent infringement litigation in China are wrong.” Available at SSRN 3063566 (2017).
22 More productive manufacturing means less labour is needed per unit of output and workers migrating from the countryside to cities will find fewer and
fewer factory jobs.
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other global power does and will do. But overturning the
international order—the very same system that allowed
and allows China to prosper—is not in its interest. If
China’s plans stall or fall off the rails, all bets are off.
Indeed, China’s recent announcement of further economic
opening23 can be counterposed with its looming adoption
of a “dual circulation”24 strategy, which sees the country as
more reliant on domestic consumption and less reliant on
increasingly hostile foreign markets. This suggests that
China’s leaders are already hedging against growing
tensions between China and the West and are unlikely to
give way on key policy priorities.
On “Decoupling”
Given that Canada finds itself square in the middle of US
efforts to dislodge Huawei from its position of market
leadership in the telecommunications industry and on the
receiving end of China’s increasingly assertive diplomatic
stance, formulating a policy response to Beijing’s science
and technology ambitions has never been more politically
sensitive.
However, it is important for Canadians to have a clear
view of China’s challenges, ambitions, and capabilities in
this space. Viewing China as an unstoppable leviathan
bent on technological world domination or as a
technological Potemkin village on the verge of collapse
might make for good headlines, but it does not serve
Canadian interests. Instinctively following the US lead due
to our geographical, cultural, and political proximity to—
and economic dependence on—our neighbor to the south
might seem like an easy and obvious choice, but it might
ultimately be a fruitless endeavor.
To begin, decoupling presumes that other major
economies will ally with the US due to their historical
defence linkages with Washington. However, convincing
China’s Asian neighbours to take sides in a US-China
standoff has not been easy under President Trump, and it
will not be easy under President Biden. South Korea, for
example, has already signalled its unwillingness25 to fight a

tech and trade war—let alone participate in military
containment of China.
Ottawa has announced its commitment to diversifying our
global engagement with a focus on Asia. Doing so while
avoiding scientific collaboration with China or avoiding
“Chinese” technology26 is not only ill-advised but also selfdefeating. Simply put, you cannot trade with or invest in Asia
while avoiding China. East and Southeast Asian economies
have diverse economic and national security goals that do
not line up neatly with Washington’s focus on containing
China.27 To be sure, Canadian universities, companies, and
policymakers should certainly tread carefully and avoid
projects that involve the Chinese military. Because China’s
defence priorities in the South China Sea and elsewhere often
conflict with Canada’s alliance commitments and other
foreign policy priorities, there are bound to be hard limits to
Sino-Canadian collaboration in areas like aerospace and
autonomous vehicles as well as some areas of artificial
intelligence.
Canadian authorities should, however, be mindful not to
label all emerging technologies as “dual-use” (meaning that
they have both civilian and military applications). To
understand why this is a problem, consider the predicament
that Canada currently finds itself in. In avoiding the use of
Huawei’s equipment due to national security concerns,
Canada find itself in a position where it must use more
expensive and potentially inferior telecommunications
hardware. Will Canadians be willing to forego importing
other types of Chinese scientific and technological advances
if and when the country makes the leap from technological
latecomer to technological leader in areas like biotechnology
and renewable energy?
Technological decoupling is also more difficult to achieve
than it seems, because there are more than two players in
broader global contestation over the commanding heights of
technological value chains. Take, for example, a recent
report28 commissioned by the American Semiconductor
Association which notes that cutting China off from access to
US technology might be self-defeating, as American supplies
could be replaced by Korean, Japanese, and Chinese
components. Indeed, even under plausible “self-sufficiency”
scenarios envisioned by plans like Made in China 2025, the
top supplier of semiconductor equipment to China’s large
and growing market for such technology would be none
other than the US.

23 Cheng,

Gary. “Chinese President Xi Jinping tipped to visit Shenzhen this week, stress reforms ahead of plenum.” South. 11 October (2020). https://
www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/politics/article/3105039/chinese-president-xi-jinping-visit-shenzhen-week-along-hong
24 Zhang, Zoey. “What is China’s Dual Circulation Strategy and Why Should Foreign Investors Take Note?” Dezan Shira and Associates. China
Briefing.
25 September (2020). https://www.china-briefing.com/news/what-is-chinas-dual-circulation-strategy-and-why-should-foreign-investors-take-note/ 25
Robertson, Jeffrey. “Coming Soon: A Neutral South Korea.” Lowy Institute. The Interpreter. 4 November (2020). https://www.lowyinstitute.org/theinterpreter/coming-soon-neutral-south-korea
26 The

reality of Asia’s highly specialized, efficient supply chains means that no single product is effectively “Chinese” any more than it is Korean or
Japanese. Most technology has components from various Asian suppliers and licensed chip design from the US, the UK, and other countries.
27 Feigenbaum,

Evan A. “Beijing and Washington are competing to set Asia’s rules, norms, and standards. But other countries in the region are
increasingly choosing to shape its future themselves” (2020). https://carnegieendowment.org/2020/09/09/asia-s-future-beyond-u.s.-china-competitionpub-82503
28 Varas, Antonio and Varadarajan, Raj. “How Restricting Trade with China Could End US Semiconductor Leadership.” Boston Consulting Group. 9
March (2020). https://www.bcg.com/publications/2020/restricting-trade-with-china-could-end-united-states-semiconductor-leadership
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At the same time, there is a real possibility that the world
may move toward a bifurcated global technological
ecosystem—one that includes China and one (led by the
US) that excludes it. We may see competing technological
component supply chains and competing technology
standards, especially in national security-relevant
technology categories like telecommunications and
robotics.
However, in participating in such a bifurcation, which
would in principle replicate some of the arrangements that
existed during the Cold War with the Soviet Union,
Canadian policymakers should know that they are
contributing to making the world more dangerous,
scientific progress slower, and gains from trade less
apparent. If we apply a hawkish national security lens to all
of our interactions with China on science, technology, and
innovation, we risk throwing out the baby of economic
prosperity with the bathwater of their growing influence:
why should China continue to cooperate with us on
climate change and global health, open their markets to
Canadian firms, and purchase Canadian agriculture if
their scientists, firms, and students are viewed with
suspicion? Is Canada ready for a world where the world
market is divided into two increasingly exclusive
knowledge networks and supply chains?
What Should Canada Do?
Given China’s ascent along global economic value chains
and its growing R&D and innovation capacity, Canada
should increase efforts at scientific collaboration with
China in areas that do not pose challenges with respect to
our defense-related and security commitments to our close
allies.
While China has sent hundreds of thousands of students
to Canada’s universities over the years, Canadian students
studying at Chinese universities are few and far in
between. Not surprisingly, our knowledge and
understanding of China’s technological progress and
challenges as well as its R&D ecosystem remain limited.
Indeed, much of our knowledge of China’s science and
technology policy comes from US sources, including think
tanks, universities, and the media. Given the growing
divergences between Canada and the US on issues like
climate change and open, rules-based global trade, Canada

should develop an independent policy position with respect
to China rather than band-wagoning on Washington to
advance its interest in these areas.
Even if the incoming Biden administration manages to halt
the US retreat from rules-based global trade, climate change
governance, and other issues of importance to Canada, the
last four years should have made it clear to Canadians that
the US is no longer an indisputably reliable partner on these
issues. For instance, how likely is Washington to attempt to
join the CPTPP (as China recently expressed interest in
doing29) or to renegotiate North American trade that would
restore the pre-Trump status quo? How likely is the US to
live up to its ostensibly renewed climate commitments?
Should we still assume that Canadian firms’ access to the US
market is guaranteed?
In areas such as global health and climate change, China’s
science and technology policy is very much in line with
Canadian values and priorities. In China’s case, rapid
technological catch-up means using less coal and more
renewable energy. It means less polluting manufacturing
processes, less internal combustion engine vehicles on the
road, and a bigger market for Canadian clean technology. It
also means more progress in fighting communicable diseases
like COVID-19.
To be sure, Canada and China are unlikely to see eye-to-eye
on issues ranging from data and artificial intelligence
standards to surveillance and the role of government in
science and technology policy as well as many other areas. In
maintaining collaboration in the area of science and
technology, we will continue to walk a tight rope when such
collaboration touches on areas like aerospace,
telecommunications, and other national security-adjacent
areas.
Moreover, Canadian policymakers must ensure that SinoCanadian technological collaboration does not continue the
present-day status quo wherein much of our technological
research and innovations create value for enterprises abroad
while doing little to help our firms scale and become worldleading enterprises. This issue, however, represents a broader
dilemma for Canada’s innovation system30 and goes far
beyond our science and tech relationship with China.
But, as described above, China and Canada will also find
ample common ground on IP protection. This is an area that
has historically seen Canada align with the US, but it is
unlikely to cause Canada-China frictions going forward.
Rather, Canada’s challenge, going forward, will be to avoid
the same outsized degree of legal IP asset transfer from
Canadian innovators to foreign firms—a phenomenon

29 Adlakha,

Hemant. “With RCEP Complete, China Eyes CPTPP.” The Diplomat. 1 December (2020). https://thediplomat.com/2020/12/with-rcepcomplete-china-eyes-cptpp/
Hinton, Jim and Anton Malkin. “Huawei will profit even if it’s banned in Canada.” 19 February (2019). https://www.theglobeandmail.com/
business/commentary/article-huawei-will-profit-even-if-its-banned-in-canada/
30
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that is most clearly seen in Canada’s relationship with
Silicon Valley.31
To avoid getting involved in US-China technology
disputes, Canadian firms and entrepreneurs should
consider working with technology developed in the
German-based, global O-RAN telecom alliance—a
consortium of telecom providers promulgating opensource development and use of telecommunications
equipment technology. O-RAN currently boasts members
from China, the US, Europe, and Canada32 (specifically,
Bell Canada).
Canadian technology firms have certainly faced
considerable obstacles and setbacks in doing business in
China over the past few decades. However, China’s
improving IP environment, coupled with its growing
implementation of environmental protection and climate
commitment laws, present important opportunities for
Canadian technology firms, especially those specializing in
clean tech solutions.33 Canadian firms should note,
however, that intellectual property norms remain
fundamentally different in China from those in Canada
and new market entrants are strongly advised to consult
Mainland China-based lawyers for advice on approaching
business partners—something that remains a practical
necessity in that market, despite the decline of mandatory
joint venture requirements across many different sectors.
To be sure, Ottawa is unlikely to find China an ideal
partner on all science- and technology-related issues. On
data and surveillance standards, for example, Canada and
China will struggle to find common ground. To this end,
we must also be willing to tell Washington, as other
governments have done, that being a pawn in its efforts to
stymie China’s economic development and technological
catch-up is a non-starter. If the incoming presidential
administration is willing to listen, we have very little to
lose by taking this approach.

31 Canada’s

imminent innovation expert Dan Breznitz aptly described this issue in an interview in 2017: “the first Internet search engine came
out of research at McGill, the first multi-touch screens – University of Toronto, [same with] the Ebola vaccine, artificial intelligence. I am
very willing to bet, which makes me very sad, that almost all the important things in quantum computing that will make a new generation of
billionaires will be invented and developed in Canada, only to become innovation in a different country that then rip [sic] most of the
economic benefits. We should all be disturbed about this as Canadians.” The full interview is available at: https://www.utoronto.ca/news/u-tglobal-innovation-policy-leader-dan-breznitz-canada-has-proven-potential-innovate-struggles.
For more information, see: https://www.o-ran.org/membership
of China’s Clean Technology Market.” Government of Canada. Trade Commissioner Service. 4 November (2019). https://
www.tradecommissioner.gc.ca/china-chine/market-facts-faits-sur-le-marche/0003030.aspx?lang=eng
32

33 “Overview
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